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A notch filter is a network whose output frequency
spectrum contains a single minimum in its frequency response.
It is oftentimes required that the notch amplitude be zero;
this results in a zero notch filter.
An equal amplitude notch filter is one with a notch and
equal amplitude at zero frequency and infinite frequency in
its frequency response curve.
An unequal amplitude notch filter is one with a notch and




Notch networks continue to play an important role in con-
junction with feedback amplifier problems. In the past, notch
networks with equal amplitudes at zero and infinite frequencies
have been considered. The purpose of this report is to exhibit
a notch network with unequal amplitude at zero and inTinite
frequencies.
PREVIOUS WORK
The parallel-T resistance-capacitance circuits were first
described in Tuttle ' s (10) and Scott's (8) papers. Tuttle dis-
cussed the resonant conditions of bridge-T and parallel-T net-
works in general, and considered the asymmetrical parallel-T
resistance-capacitance network as a single case. Scott applied
the selective behavior of parallel-T resistance-capacitance net-
works to feedback amplifiers for emphasizing a given frequency.
The conditions for zero transmission of the network (it is some-
times called the null network) were investigated and a number of
arrangements for the network were suggested by Tuttle.
Hastings (6) made further investigation on the stability of
the amplifier with a parallel-T network in it, and used the
amplifier as an oscillator.
Stanton (9) made use of the delta-to-wye conversion con-
cept to simplify the network. He suggested a number of con-
siderations in designing the network.
Gltzendanner (2) and Givens and Saby (3) gave a detailed
analysis of the resistance-capacitance twin-T filter. Augustadt
(1) and Purington (7) gave practical applications of this kind
of RC filter.
EQUAL AMPLITUDE NOTCH NETWORK
The parallel-T resistance-capacitance network in Pig. 1 is
bisected into half sections, as shown in Pig. 2. Consider only
a half section. It can be disintegrated into still simpler
parallel component parts as exhibited in Figs. 3a and 3b.
Let (A-j^g, A-j^^) and (B-j_q, B-j_^) be the short-circuit input




Bia = 1 + 1/s
Bib = 1 + 1/s.
Let A-^ = the short-circuit input impedance of the half section











Use of Bartlett's representation theorem for symmetric network
yields the transfer function T^,
Bi - A- 1 + s'
Ti =
Bi + A]_ 1 + 4.3 + s2
Since (s^ + 1) is a factor of the numerator, there is a
zero notch at co = 1 in. the frequency response curve for this
transfer function.





(1 - co^) + j ijXO
0)^ + 12co^ - 260)^ + 120)^ + 1
co^ + 28a)^ + 198a)^ + 28g)2 + 1
Ti(joo)
^
versus co on log-log paper is shown
in Pig. I4.. The data for this graph were obtained with program






Pig. 1. The parallel-T resistance-
capacitance network.
Pig. 2. The half section of the RC





Pig. 3. Component T ' s of the half section.
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Pig. i^.. Frequency response for the equal
amplitude notch network.
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;.:. UNEQUAL AMPLITUDE RC NOTCH FILTER
Theorem 1. The network of Pig. 5 has an unequal amplitude
zero notch spectrum if A. = 1. Its output transfer function is
(1 + s2)/(i + 6s + 3s^) .
Proof . A half section of the network is considered.
Let A2 = mid short-circuit input impedance
B2 = mid open-circuit input impedance. '
Considering the component parts of the half section, for short
circuit, the impedances as indicated in Pigs. 6a and 6b are






ikX + \s) (2 + 2A + As)
2 + 6X + I].X^)s + {2\ + X^)s^
A22
(2 + 2X + As) {I4.X + As)
(2A + 2X2)32 + (2 + 8X + 8X^)3 + Qx
For mid open-circuit impedance calculations, component
parts are identical; their open-circuit impedances B are the
same ( see Fig. 7) .
k-Xs + Qx 2As2 + 2s + 8As + 8A
2B = 1 + =
2As2 + l+Xs + 2s 2As2 + i^As + 2s
As^ + (ij.A + 1) s + ij.A
B2 =









Pig. 5' An unequal amplitude RC notch















Fig. 7' Open-circuited component of the half section,
10
i|.X + s + ij.As + Xs^
B2 ± A2 =
2s + i|Xs + 2\s2
(2 + 2X + As) (i^A + sX)
+
8X + (2 + 8\ + 8X2) s + (2X + 2X2) s2
Let D =(23 + i|Xs + 2Xs2)(8X + 2s + 8Xs + 8x2s + 2Xs2 + 2x2s2)
B2 ± A2 = -
D L
(Xs2 + l^Xs + 3 + i|.X)( 2^232 + 2As2 + 8x2s + 8Xs
+ 2s + 8X)
± (2Xs^ + i^Xs + 2s)(X^s^ + 6X^3 + 2Xs + 8X^ + 8X)






2x2s^ + (12X2 ^ |^^^g3 _^_ ^^q-^2 + ^gX + 2)s2
+ l6x2s + 32X2
(i^X^ + 2X2) s^ ^ (^2x3 + 2i|.x2 + i|.X) s^
+ (80X3 + 92x2 ^ 20X + 2)3^
+ (6ij.x3 + 112X2 ^ 32X)s + 32X2
Use of Bartlett's representation theorem for a syinmetrlc
network yields the transfer function T2 with X undetermined.
(2X2) 3^ ^ (-^2^2 ^ |^^)g3 ^ (20X2 ^ -^2^ + 2)s2
To =
B2-A2 + I6x2s + 32X2
2 — — —
B2+B2 {k'>^^ + 2X2) s^ + (327,3 + 2i|X2 + i^X) s3
+ (80X3 + 92X2 + 2OX + 2)s2
+ (6ij.x3 + 112X2 + 32X)3 + 32X2^
Choose X so that the numerator polynomial has ( s2 + o)^)
for a factor. To determine this unique value for X, the Routh
array is formed with even and odd power terms of (B2 - A2)
separated.
11
Bp - Ap = (2X^)3^ + (12^2 + i|.x)s3 + (20X2 + i2X + 2) s^
Routh Array
2X'
12 A'^ + i^X)
+ 16X^3 + 32X'
(20X2 + -^2X + 2) 32X^
16x2
Consider a polynomial of the same form, say
cs^ + ds + e = Pe(s) + Fq{3]as^ + bs^ +
where P^Cs) = even power polynomial













In order to have a factor of the form (s^ + co^) ^q must
have a row of zeros at the end, and all the coefficients in the




Returning to our original polynomial in the numerator of the
transfer function T2,
12
B2 - A2 = (2X^)3^ + (12X^ + kX) s^ + ( 20X^ + 12A + 2) s^
+ (I6x2)s + 32^2
1
2 - 6 1
= s^ + (6 + -)s^ + (10 + - + — )s2 + 8s + 16 (2)
X X X2
It will be convenient to put this polynomial into the form
apS^ + bgS-^ + CpS + dpS + e (3)
Comparing coefficients of equations (2) and (3), we have
a2 = 1
2 1
bp = (6 + -) = 2(3 + -)
X X
6 1













d2 = 8 =
1 6 1
2(3 + -)(10 + - + — ) - 8
X X x2
After simplification, the equation becomes
lOX^ - l^K^ - 5X - 1 =
or
X^ - 0.ij.x2 - 0.5X - 0.1 =
13
The roots (obtained with program No. 1 in the appendix) are:
X^ = 1.00 ) success
^2 = -0.3 + j 0.1 )
) failure
^3 = -0.3 - j 0.1 )
Substitute X = 1.00 into coefficients of equation (1).
a = 2x2 = 2
> All (+)
b = 12X2 + i^x = 16
c = 20x2 + 12X + 2 = 3ij.
d = 16x2 = 16
e = 32X2 ^ 32
ad 2(l6)















16 X 3i|- - 2(16)
=
e >
Therefore, with X = 1, all coefficients in the array are posi-
tive and coefficients in the last row are all zeros.
We have a row of zeros; hence we have a coinmon factor
ad
(c - —)s + e for the numerator polynomial. Therefore
b
ad
(c )s2 + e = 32(s2 + 1)
b
Ik
(2X^)3^ + (12^2 ^ i^x)3^ + (20^2 + 12A + 2)3^
T2 =
B^
- ^2 + iSX^s + 32^2
B2 + B2 (1^X3 + 2X2) s + (32^3 + 2k\^ + i^A) s^
+ (80X^ + 92^2 + 20A + 2)3^
+ (6l4.x3 + 112^2 + 32X)3 + 32^2^
For X = 1 the tran3fer function Tp become3,
2s^ + 1633 + 3ij.s2 + 163 + 32
T2 =
63^ + 60s3 + 1914.32 + 2083 + 32
Repeating for the numerator and denominator polynomials the
Routh array to check for common factors.
3^ 2 16 3k 16 32













s3 2 16 32
s2
In this Routh array we have a row of zeros. This indicates
a common factor in the numerator and denominator with X = 1.
The common factor is
(23^ + 163 + 32)
or 2( 3 + ij.)2
With X = 1,
15
T2 =
B2 - A2 (s + 8s + 17s + 8s + l6)
Bp + Ap (3s^ + 30s^ + 973^ + lOi^s + 16)Jp -r n.i~,
Factoring both numerator and denominator, and knowing that
(s + 8s + l6) is a common factor, yields
T2 =
is'
(s2 + 8s + 16) (s2 + 1)
' + 8s + l6)(3s2 + 6s + 1)
The required transfer function is
1 + s'
T2 =
1 + 6s + 3s2
Furthermore, substituting s = jco yields
(3co^ - i^co^ + 1) - j(6a) - 6a)3)
T2(ja)) =
T2( jco)
9(0^ + 300)2 + 1
2 9co® + 12co^ - 500)^ + 28a)2 + 1
810)^ + 5i^0w^ + 9l8a)^ + 600)2 + i
2
versus o). TheFigure 8 shows the relationship T2(jo))
data for this graph were obtained with program No. 3 in the
appendix.
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EQUAL AMPLITUDE RC NETWORK WITH
CONNECTION OP TERMINALS X, X'
Theorem 2. Connection of X, X' terminals In the network
of Pig. 9 results In a zero notch network with equal amplitude
characteristics.
Proof. Connect X, X' of Pig. i^. and obtain the half section
representation of the network after connection as shown In
Pig. 9. Considering the short-circuited half section of the RC
network of equal amplitude, we have the short-circuit Impedance




[xs^ + i;|j,s + 2s
[i.s + 2[i + 2
\13 + 2




(2tx2)s2 + (12tx^ + k-[i)3 + l6(p,2 + ^)
ix s^ + (8tx + i|[i,)s^ + (l6ia^ + l6n, + ij.) s + l6p.
The mid open-circuit impedance of the half section is the same
as that of the previous case before connecting X, X', namely.
B3 =
2
M-s + ( ij.ii, + 1 ) s + [^.n,
2iJ,s2 + {l^ii + 2)s
Use of Bartlett's representation theorem for symmetric
















Fig. 9. Equal amplitude RC network with













[i^s^ + (5m-^ + 8m.^)s^ + {Q^ + 28p,^ + 20(1^) s^
+ ik. + 2iin, + i^Oti^ + I6n,^)s2 + (32(i2)g + 61+^2
ti^s^ + (5m.^ + l6ti^)s^ + (8ti + 52^1^ + 8i^|j,^)s^
+ (ij. + l^Oy. + l84n^ + 176iJ.^)s^ + (6i^ij, + 22[}.[i,^
+ 128[j.^)s + 6i].|j,2
In order for this transfer function to have a zero notch
in its frequency response, the value of (x must be so chosen
that the polynomial in the numerator has a factor of the form
This unique value of [i is found by splitting the numerator
into even and odd polynomials which are then subjected to a
Routh array calculation. First let us consider a polynomial
of the same degree, say
(as^ + bs^ + cs^ + ds^ + es + f) (i|.)
Forming the Routh array as described above, one obtains
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In order to find a common factor in these polynomials there
must be a row of zeros at the end; i.e.,
P
Q = - . f
,
Q(Pd - Qb) = p2 . f
R
(be - ad) (be - af)d - (be - ad)f = (be - af)
Q p





b)s'^ + f =
be - ad
Referring to the original polynomial, one obtains
[i^3^ + (5p,2 + 8^L3)si; + (8(1 + 28ti2 + 20m.^)s3
+ (i^ + 2l|.ij, + i^.0n,2 + I6[i3)s2 + 32n.2s + 64.p_2
(6)
(7)
If X = l/ix, then the above polynomial becomes
s^ + (5x + 8)s^ + (8x2 + 28x + 20) s3 + (ipc^ + 2kx^ + k-Ox + l6)s2
+ 32xs + 61|x (8)
On comparing coefficients of polynomials in equations (ij.)
and (8), one identifies
21
ao = 1
b3 = 5x + 8
- C3 = 8x^ + 28x + 20
d^ = ipc^ + 2i4jc^ + I4.OX + 16
63 = 32x
f3 = 6i^x •
Substitution of these values into equation (5) yields
ij.(9x^ + i+^x^ + 71x + 36) 128x(5x^ + 36x^ + 86x2 + 80x + 21^)
- 128x(l8x3 + 90x2 + li^2x +72)
= 5l2x(250x^ + lOOOx^ + 1320x2 + 576x)
(9x^ + i|5x2 + 71x + 36) (5x^ + l8x^ - i|x2 - 62x - ^8)
= (250x^ + lOOOx^ + 1320x2 + 576x)
ikSx^ + 387x^ + 1129x^ + 720x^ - 2858x^ - 6706x2 - 56i^0x - I728)
= 250x^ + lOOOx^ + 1320x2 + 576x
Therefore
k^x'^ + 387x^ + 1129x^ + l].70x^ - 3858x^ - 8026x2 - 62l6x - 1728
=
Since x = l/[i, one has :
I7281X'' + 62l6n,^ + 8026tx^ + 3858ix^ - i|.70ij,^ - 1129ix2
- 387^- - J+5 =







tx^, [j,^ = -0.2879760 ± j 0.1272i;71
H,y = O.ij.939271
Since there is no purely imaginary term in the original equa-
tion, only the positive root [i.j = 0.i|939271 is ideal in our
case. With [x = 0.1^939 approximately, the coefficients of the
original polynomial (7) are
a = \i^ = 0.1205
b = 5lJ.^ + 8iJ.^ = 2.1838
c = 8tJ, + 28ix2 + 20ti.^ = I3.I92J+
d = i^ + 2l^\i + ij.0ti2 + iSy,3 = 27.5i|
e = 32(j,2 = 7.8068
f = 6i^ij.2 = 15.6137
Substituting these values into equation (6), one obtains
15.1671
27.51]- - ( ) (2.1838)
25.i;91
5^ + 15.6137 =
s2 + 0.595 =
a factor of the numerator polynomial. The presence of this
factor, which is of the form (3 + 00 ) , indicates that there is
a notch in the frequency response. If normalization of the zero
notch frequency to one radian per second is desired, then one
can replace s by \/0.595' s.
For |i = O.ij.939271, the transfer function becomes
0.1205s^ + 2.l838s^ + 13.1921^.3^ + 27.51^32 + 7.8063
+ 15.6137
To = — • ——
0.12053^ + 3.14783^ + 26.8573^ + 89.85ij.32 + 101.6833s
+ 15.6137
which factors into (see program No. 1 in the appendix).
23
To =
(s ± j. 7713683) (s + 5.i;57226i|. + j 0.6550105)
(s + 7.208i;062
(s + 0.1809557) (s + 13.0390631) (s + 1.8777198)
(s + i]..i|ij.39298)(s + 6.5811530)
Substitution of s = joo yields
(2.l83i;w^ - 27.5i|a)2 + 15.6137) + j(0.1205co^
- 13,1921^0)2 + 7.806c
T3(ja)) =
30))
(3.1i|78a)^ - 89.85i|co2 + 15.6137) + j(0.1205oo^
- 26.857W + 101.6833co)
0.01i|52a)-^° + 1.58792co^+ 55.659o)^ + 620.6739o)^
T3( jw)
799.069co^ + 21^3.7876
0.01i4.52co^° + 3.i;360i|a)^ + l80.11+07co^ + 2710.1i;09oo^
T3( jw)
+ 7533.5867(0^ + 21^3.7876
versus co on log-log paper.For the graph of
refer to Pig. 11.
The data for this graph were obtained with the program
No. l\. in the appendix.
The connection of the terminals X, X' have essentially-
changed the RC notch network into an equal amplitude network,
as shown in the frequency response curve in Fig. 11. The notch
frequency has also been shifted to 00 = .771 (less than co = 1)
and the minimum notch value is zero.
2k.
ANGULAR FREQUENCY IN RADIAN PER SECOND
Pig. 11. Frequency response for equal amplitude
network with terminals X, X' connected.
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COMPARISON OF NOTCH FILTER Q's
The factor Q defines the sharpness of the notch curve. A
bandwidth co is defined by the points at which the curve has




where Wq is the notch frequency.
In other words, this factor Q is the reciprocal of the
bandwidth in units of the notch frequency.
Case 1. Equal amplitude network.
Prom Fig. l\., the curve for equal amplitude standard twin-




Case 2. Unequal amplitude network.
Since the magnitude of the curve (Fig. 8) at zero and
infinite frequencies is unequal, the bandwidth is undefined,
so 0,2 for this network is undetermined.
1
Q3 = = 0.132
6.0 - 0.1
As Q.^ is smaller than Q^, the notch for the standard net-
work (Fig. I4.) is sharper than that of the new network. The
smaller Q^ for the new network also indicates that a wider band-
width is achieved and this may be useful for certain applica-
tions. The bandwidth is increased by I6 per cent.
26
SIMMARY
An RC notch filter is a filter with a notch in its fre-
quency response curve. Three cases of such filters have been
exhibited.
1. An equal amplitude RC network.
2. An unequal amplitude RC network.
3. An equal amplitude RC network resulted from the con-
nection between terminals X, X' (see Fig. 5)
•
Connection of terminals X, X' in Fig. 9 has changed the
nature of the original network with a zero magnitude notch at
a lower frequency than w = 1.
The graph for the frequency response in each case clearly
illustrates its particular amplitude qualification of the net-
work. Measurement of Q's indicates that a wider bandwidth can
be obtained with the new network.
A notch filter cascaded with a low-pass RC filter will
have a frequency response like that of the unequal amplitude
case. This type of filter may be particularly useful in
averaging nonstationary random signals and in smoothing com-
mutated signals before sampling. Design data for this type of
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FOR p and q
yes







p = p + Ap






Pig. 12. Block diagram of Bairstow's polynomialfactoring computer program.
T.0iiiV '"y
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PRCGRAV 1, liAIRSTGW METHOD Cr POLYNOMIAL FACTOR




MONSS EXEQ FORTRAN , , 18 3 . 3A I RSTOW
DIMENSION A(20) ,B(20) .C(20) ,PI (5) tQI (5)
EQUIVALENCE (A1»A(1))»(B1.B(1)).(B2»B(2)),(B3.B(3))»(C1»C(1))»
1(C2,C(2)),(C3,C(3)).(C4.CI4))
1 FORMAT ( 12)
2 F0RMAT(E14.8)
3 FORMAT( 18HKMETH0D HAS FAILED)
4 FORMAT( 1X»F16.6)
5 F0RMAT(4HSX =,F11.7»25H » X =.F11.7)
6 F0RMAT(4HSX =,F11.7.4H +J F11.7»3X,7H X =.F11.7»4H - J,F11.7)
7 F0RMAT(4HSX =.F11.7)
8 F0RMAT(39H1C0EFFICIENTS IN DECREASING POWERS OF X/)
9 FORMAT( 1HK»60X,61HIT£RATI0N B<1) B(0) P
1 0/)
10 F0RMAT(61X,I5.3X,lPE14.7t3(lPE15.7))
C SET 5 INITIAL GUESSES.










C READ ORDER N. N=0 TO TERMINATE PROGRAM.
12 READ (1,1)N ...
IF(N.EQ.O) STOP




C READ COEFFICIENTS IN DECREASING POWERS.
READ( 1,2)A( J)
14 WRITE(3,4)A{ J)





15 ,A( I )=A< I )/A(N)
^


















C CHECK ACCURACY CF GUESS.
IF<ABS(B2).GE.. 00000001) GC TC 45
IF(ABS(B1).LT. .00000001) GC TC 60
45 ITCNT=ITCNT+1
IF( ITCNT.GT.25) GC TC 150








IF(DENCM.EQ.C. ) GC TC 55










C RCUTINE TC FACTCR QUADRATIC.
60 DSCRM=P*P-4.*Q
IF(DSCRM.LT.0. ) GC TC 110


















GO TC 60 •




C PREPARE FOR ANOTHER INITIAL GUESS.
150 ITRY=ITRY+1
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PRGORA!" 2. 1-:QUAL A.'PLITLJnt RC. MCTCH NtT'.vCRK
C EQUAL AMPLITUDE RC NETWORK
1 READ, Wl, W2» DELW
PUNCH 4
4 FCRMAT(11X» 5HCMEGA10X t^HEVAL/
)
3 W = Wl
X = l.*W**8+26.*W**6+198.*W**4+28.*W**2+l.
EVAL=(1.*W**8+12»*W«*6-26.*W**^+12.*W**2+1. )/ X
PUNCH 5 , W , EVAL
5 FORMAT ( 5X» F12.6 5X» F12.6)
Wl = Wl + DELW
IF(W2-W)2»3,3
2 GO TO 1
END
i+l

























































































































































i^^LC: 3. j;it(vUAL_ AiPLITUDh RC .NCTCn ,\LTWCRr
C UNEQUAL AMPLITUDE RC NETWORK
1 READ* Wl» W2f DELW
PUNCH 4
4 FCRMATdlX, 5H0MEGA10X 4HEVAL/
)
3 W = Wl
X = 81.*W*«-8 + 540.*W**6+918.*W**4+60,*W**2 + l.
EVAL=(9.»W**8+12.*W*»6-50.*W**4+28.*W*»2+1.)/ X
PUNCH 5 , W » EVAL
5 FORMAT ( 5X, F12.6 . 5X» F12.6)
Wl = Wl + DELW /
IF ( W2 - W ) 2*3*3
2 GO TO 1
END
kB
C C DATA FOR GRAPH OF VALUE VS CMEGA - UNEQUAL AMPLITUDE RC NETWORK
OMEGA EVAL
.000000 1.000000

























































































































































































































































































4. ErjUAL A'-pLITUi^F RC NOTCH MCTWCRn WITH CC'vfil-.CT 1 CM X,
/
X
C EQUAL AMPLITUDE RC NETWORK ( WITH CCNNECTICN X» X )
1 READ* Wit W2» DELW
PUNCH 4
3 W = Wl .
4 FCRKATdlX* 5HCMEGA1 0X»4HEVAL/
)
Y = 0.01452*W**10+1.58792*W**8+55.6&9*W*»6
Z = 620. 6739*W**4-799.069*W**2 + 243. 7876
X = 0«01452»W**10+3.43604*W**8+180.1407*W**6
P = 2710. 1409»W**4+7533«5867*W**2+243. 7876
EVAL = (Y + Z )/ ( X + P )
PUNCH 5 W . EVAL
5 FORMAT ( 5X» F12.6 5X» F12.6)
Wl = Wl + DELW
IF ( W2 - W ) 2»3»3 ...
2 GO TO 1 . . ; :'". N- • --.
END ..:-/ r : '
50
DATA FOR GRAPH CF VALUE VS CMEGA - EQUAL AMPLITUDE RC NETWORK
OMEGA EVAL
.000000 1.000000
.050000 . .920634 .^ ' '
.100000 .738456
.150000 .545313
.200000 .387315 ' ' • ^
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The notch RC network with equal amplitude at zero and
infinite frequencies has been adequately covered in literature.
Its chief applications have been in feedback amplifier problems.
The purpose of this report is to exhibit an RC notch net-
work with unequal amplitude at zero and infinite frequencies.
Further investigation was made with terminals X, X' connected.
The resulting network became an equal amplitude network, with
the notch frequency slightly less than that of the original
case and the notch minimum value equal to zero.
Investigation of the Q's for each network shows that the
new network (Fig. 9) has a smaller Q,, and hence a wider band-
width than the standard twin-tee network.
